When it comes to pcv glass, just come to PSV Glass !
We are Europe’s principal transport glass distributor and a
specialist supplier of replacement safety glass to the Bus,
Coach, Motorhome and Rail industries.
Established in 1988 and remaining independently owned
and operated by the original management team, we deliver
glass locally, regionally, nationally and internationally from
three Distribution Centres in High Wycombe, Manchester and
Glasgow, using a large fleet of specialist vehicles.
Coach glass customers.

We fit windscreens to all the UK’s new high speed trains. This
activity is so specialised that all our Glass Fitting Technicians
are trained to exacting high standards and all hold Safety
Critical work licences.

Although it is normal for us to deliver coach glass and
windscreens to both Coach Operators and Specialist Glass
Installation Companies, an increasing number of Coach
Operators are now purchasing direct from us.

This gives us a wealth of knowledge and proficiency in the
most complex of glass installations.

We now stock over 135,000 pieces of glass across a range
of over 32,000 product lines.

Many of my customers run top spec fleets to the
very highest of industry standards and demand
glass fitting quality to be at factory finish levels
and the replacement glass to the OEM specification
- that’s why I choose PSV Glass every time.
Richard Knight, Proprietor, Superscreens, London.

Cost efficiency is an essential element in any
coach operation, that’s why we fit our own glass
here at Park’s and use the local facilities of
PSV Glass to stock every piece of glass we are
ever likely to need.
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Train and tram glass.

Malcolm Fisher, Fleet Engineer, Park’s of Hamilton

Bus and coach glass deliveries.
We have made a very firm and long-term commitment
to servicing the day-to-day needs of the Passenger Carrying
Vehicle operator. Europe’s largest transport glass stock,
housed in over 1/4 million square feet of storage space is
testimony to that.
We offer more early morning deliveries to more bus and
coach operators than anyone in the business.

The decision 5 years ago to choose PSV Glass
as ADL’s exclusive glass distributor was
absolutely the right one. Our customers say
PSV Glass provides a consistently high level of
service delivery and availability against the
unpredictable nature of glass breakage. We are
delighted with our ongoing partnership.
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Our commitment to coach glass customers.

Coach glass.

Rob Williams, Parts Director, Alexander Dennis Ltd.

We stock a full range of glass and windscreens covering
all coaches operating in the UK. We never compromise on
quality that’s why all our glass is quality assured and meets
stringent EU standards.
In addition we offer a wealth of glassrelated specialist knowledge and are
committed to providing our customers
with 100% support, 100% of the time.
It is very probable that any replacement glass in your coach
was sourced or distributed by PSV Glass.

Coach glass deliveries.
Using sophisticated virtual GPS tracking on all our Service
Delivery Vehicles (SDVs) gives us a clear visualisation of
every journey route so an accurate ETA can be offered to
all of our customers.
Several new, purpose-built extra height SDVs have now
been added to our fleet, taking it to over 100.
24% of our coach glass deliveries are directly to
Coach Operators.

A rapid response to your enquiry means we can guarantee
you’ll get the right glass part when you need it. Additionally,
with our team of field based Service Engineers, you have
the backing of technical support 24/7, local to you.

So, when it comes
to pcv glass, just
come to PSV Glass

01494 533131

www.psvglass.com

